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Abstract:
This article reviews the academic literature on how and for what purposes violent extremists use the Internet, at
both an individual and organizational level. After defining key concepts like extremism, cyber-terrorism and on line radicalization, it provides an overview of the virtual extremist landscape, tracking its evolution from static
websites and password-protected forums to mainstream social media and encrypted messaging apps. The reasons why violent extremist organizations use online tools are identified and evaluated, touching on propaganda,
recruitment, logistics, funding, and hacking. After this, the article turns to the ways violent extremist individuals
use the Internet, discussing its role as a facilitator for socialization and learning. The review concludes by consid ering the emergent literature on how violent extremism is being countered online, touching on both defensive
and offensive measures.
Keywords: radicalization, deradicalization, Internet, extremism, online extremism
The so-called digital revolution has changed the lives
of people across the globe, and online and offline have
become difficult to untangle. A great optimism that
still existed in the 1990s has now evaporated: Everyone is aware that the Internet has not just created
platforms for communication and cultural exchange,
but it is also available to all those who consider cultural exchange and pluralism as wrong, and want to
counter it. In many aspects extremists are some of the
“early adopters” of the Internet, and it has long been
inextricably linked with extremism, violent and otherwise (Meleagrou-Hitchens and Kaderbhai 2017; Ramsay 2013; Seib and Janbek 2010; Weimann 2006). With
the dawn of the new millennium, the Internet has be-

come increasingly important for extremists around
the world. Ever since it has been used for purposes
such as planning terrorist attacks, as well as recruitment and financing and after the emergence of Web
2.0, this relationship was set to strengthen even further (Donelan 2009). Before long, all the mainstream
social media and file-sharing platforms had been
touched by extremist activism to some extent. Today,
the Internet is no longer just one part of the spectrum
of extremist activism – it has become a primary operational environment, in which political ideologies are
realized, attacks planned, and social movements
made.
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While trends in online extremism are subject to constant and rapid evolution, there is no doubt that the
Internet will remain of utmost importance to extremist causes across the ideological spectrum for decades
to come – just as it will for everyone else that uses
networked communication technologies. It cannot be
inoculated from extremism: history shows that, as
technology improves, extremists will adapt their approaches to optimally reflect the new operational environment and elude the measures working to undermine them. While the menace they present cannot be
eradicated, it can be mitigated through informed policy choices.
Drawing on nearly two decades’ worth of academic
investigations into how extremists use online spaces,
this review collects, surveys and digests the academic
literature on extremism online, identifying both general dynamics and specific points of tactical and
strategic evolution, guiding readers through the rich
tapestry of research on the topic and providing a
sense of the driving factors. Crucially, it illustrates
that, much of the time, online extremism is simply intuitive usage of the Internet. Indeed, while it may be
true that extremists use online spaces extensively,
they are not always doing it in a way that is especially
revolutionary.
The review begins with a brief definitional overview
touching on terms like extremism and radicalization
and proposing a definition of “online extremism” as
Internet activism that is related to, engaged in, or perpetrated by groups or individuals that hold views considered to be doctrinally extremist. The next section takes
a structural perspective, tracking tectonic shifts in
how extremists have used online spaces since as far
back as the 1980s. In the third and fourth sections, the
review shifts its focus from structure to function: first,
this is done from an organizational perspective – that
is, the focus is on how and why extremist organizations use the Internet; and, second, it is done from the
perspective of the user – that is, how and why individuals that are already extremist use the Internet. The
last substantive section explores the literature regarding the other side of the equation: countering online
extremism. The concluding section provides a set of
policy-orientated recommendations drawn from the
review.

It is worth noting that this text is largely – though
not uniquely – confined to the topic of how jihadist
organizations and individuals use the Internet. This is
because, while almost all extremists make use of online spaces, the academic literature is skewed in favor
of studies focusing on Islamist extremism (MeleagrouHitchens and Kaderbhai 2017). Rather than being
down to the availability of data, this imbalance appears to be because, until 2019 at least, the security
threat that other extremisms present has often been
considered to be lesser than that posed by jihadist extremism. For this reason, there has tended to be less
political appetite – and, accordingly, financial backing
– for academic analysis of non-jihadist online extremism. Thus, although growing, especially in the wake of
events like the 2019 Christchurch attacks, the literature remains relatively piecemeal.
1 Definitions
Before embarking on a discussion of extremism as it
manifests in online spaces, it is first necessary to discuss just what exactly the term “extremism” means. In
this section, we give an introductory overview of the
most important academic discourses surrounding it,
thereby providing readers with an understanding of
its nuances and controversies. We conclude this part
of the review by defining “online extremism” and
“radicalization”.
Scholars have disagreed about what constitutes extremism, violent extremism, terrorism, and radicalization for many years now, and for good reason – phenomena as complex as these demand comprehensive
and continuous study. Without proper consideration
of their nuances, discussion of such “morally loaded
concepts” can give rise to “social judgment rather
than the description of a set of phenomena” (Bonanate 1979, 197; Prus 2005, 49). None of these are
static terms that describe today the same things that
they did decades ago (Vermeulen and Bovenkerk 2012,
48). Rather, as social, political, economic, and security
dynamics have transformed over the last two centuries, so too have their meanings as semantic categories evolved.
The word “extremist” is defined in the Oxford Dictionary of English as someone or something that “holds
extreme political or religious views” (1st ed., 2010,
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621). As Schmid points out, this means that the word
“extremist” is, at base, a relative term, something that
requires a benchmark “that is (more) ‘ordinary’, ‘centrist’, ‘mainstream,’ or ‘normal’ when compared with
the (extreme) political fringe” (Schmid 2014, 11). In
other words, as Neumann also notes, “extremism” can
only be understood by comparing it with the accepted
socio-political conventions of the day (Neumann
2013c). Hence, as our notions of what is “ordinary”
have changed with time, what is regarded as “extremist” – let alone “terrorist” – has also fluctuated. 1 In
that sense, all forms of “extremism” are context-specific.
In recognition of this, most scholars eschew a
uniquely values-based definition of “extremism,”
adopting instead a more flexible mode of categorization that can be used in the context of both actions
(“behavioral radicalization”) and beliefs (“cognitive
radicalization”) (Neumann 2013c, 873; 2013a, 4–5). For
the likes of Neumann (2013a, 2013c), a group or individual can hold “extremist” views without necessarily
undertaking “extremist” actions. For this reason, as
Iannaccone and Berman also observe, “to equate religious extremism with religious militancy is a serious
error” (Iannaccone and Berman 2006, 109–29).
Accounting for this, Wibtrope speaks of three categories of extremism: groups or individuals that have
extreme objectives and use extreme means; those that
have extreme objectives but do not use extreme
means; and those that have conventional objectives
but use extreme means to realize them (Wibtrope
2012, 79). If what is known today as violent extremism
is encapsulated by Wibtrope’s first category, then
non-violent extremism constitutes his second category.
For Neumann and Wibtrope, “extremism” refers to
both an ideological persuasion and a range of activism. While useful, this distinction between doctrinal extremism and functional extremism is no
panacea, especially when it comes to terrorism. This is
because terrorism is both a tactic – that is, according
to the definition adopted by the United States Department of State, “premeditated, politically motivated violence perpetrated against non-combatant

targets by sub-national groups or clandestine agents”
(United States Department of State 2006) – and an
ideological position – in Schmid’s words, “a doctrine
about the presumed effectiveness of a special form or
tactic of fear-generating, coercive political violence”
(Schmid 2013, 76). As many violent extremist groups
refrain from using terrorism as a tactic due to its perceived ineffectiveness, it is imprudent to conflate the
terms “terrorism” and “violent extremism” – they are
patently not one and the same thing.
Having outlined what does or does not constitute
extremism, we can now turn to the term “radicalization,” which has sparked even more controversy
among scholars in recent years. In their brief review of
the academic discourse around the term, della Porta
and La Free note that it is variously understood to
mean: “a process leading towards the increased use of
political violence,” “an escalation process leading to violence,” and “the strategic use of physical force to influence several audiences” (della Porta and La Free
2012, 5, 7, 9). While it is obvious that these suggested
definitions refer to different, although overlapping,
phenomena, such semantic incoherence is found
across the literature. All too often, the word is thrown
around with little regard for the complexities to which
it refers.
Recognizing its inadequacies as a catch-all expression, McCauley and Moskalenko conceive of it as a
two-sided signifier: “Functionally,” they hold, it means
“increased preparation for and commitment to intergroup conflict” (McCauley and Moskalenko 2008,
416). However, “descriptively, radicalization means
change in beliefs, feelings, and behaviors in directions
that increasingly justify intergroup violence and demand sacrifice in defense of the group” (McCauley
and Moskalenko 2008, 416). Crucially, and in line with
the above definitions of extremism, they do not contend that radicalization necessitates participation in
illicit – read “extreme” – activities, let alone violence;
indeed, they note that it can manifest itself in both
nonviolent and violent political action (McCauley and
Moskalenko 2010, 82).2
Neumann and Rogers, who define radicalization as
the set of processes that causes attitudinal change
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In the United Kingdom in the 1920s, the suffragettes were
routinely attacked as “terrorists” fighting for the “extremist”
goal of votes for women.
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See also the article by Abay Gaspar et al. (2020) in this issue.
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that leads towards the use of violence, take a similar
tack (Neumann and Rogers 2011, 6). Through this
lens, the term refers to a collection of mental and
physical processes that can, but not always do, result
in behavioral change. They caution that, while useful,
this definition of radicalization still only partially
solves the problem; even when understood like this,
gathering all these processes under one umbrella term
risks over-simplifying their complexities.
Rising to this lexical challenge, a significant number
of theories of radicalization have been put forth. Perhaps the most prominent is that of Sageman, who
posits that radicalization is predominantly a bottomup process that occurs largely outside of the remit
and influence of formal organizations (Sageman 2004,
2005, 2008). This reading of the phenomenon sees the
social network as the most important catalyst, superseding external input from organizations and their
officially designated recruiters. Often, this group
“identity” is formed in opposition to an “other.” As
Berger points out, in the particular context of Islamic
State (IS) jihadism, the principal “out-groups” tend to
be Shi’i Muslims and Jewish people; the latter are also
one of the primary out-groups for American white supremacists, as Douglas et al. note (Berger 2017; Douglas et al. 2005, 68–76).
Wiktorowicz’s theory of extremist socialization,
complements these ideas around identity formation,
holding that, depending on individual circumstances,
radicalization usually proceeds gradually and cumulatively – sometimes rapidly, but more often than not
slowly (Wiktorowicz 2003, 2005). Moreover, Wiktorowicz holds, it can occur as a consequence of both
passive and active interaction, a result of the continual adoption of norms, ideologies, and customs, all of
which emerge from the individual’s staggered participation in the extremist milieu in question.
The likes of Hoffman, who sees radicalization as a
top-down process that is hierarchically orchestrated
on the part of the organization, approach the issue
from a different angle (Hoffman 2017, 209–240; 2006,
2008). Similarly, Bergen, who has written extensively
on terrorist recruitment, sees an instrumental role for
the official outreach operative (Bergen et al. 2013). He
notes that radicalization today is systematically augmented and amplified by “a virtual sea of jihadist re-

cruiters, cheerleaders, and fellow travelers who are
available for interaction with him or her 24/7” (Bergen
2016).
While, for example, Amarasingam’s work on the IS’s
Internet “family” dynamic and von Behr et al.’s exploration of radicalization online supports the bottom-up
readings of radicalization espoused by Sageman and
Wiktorowicz, so too does Berger’s investigation into
IS’s online micro-community do much to evidence
Hoffman’s conceptualization (Amarasingam 2015; von
Behr et al. 2013; Berger 2015).
At this juncture, we can (re)define the term “online
extremism” as Internet activism that is related to, engaged in, or perpetrated by groups or individuals that
hold views considered to be doctrinally extremist. This
definition thus includes the first two of Wibtrope’s
categories – the activities of non-violent extremists
and violent extremists, but not terrorists. It is consciously context-specific, and relevant only in relation
to social conventions at the time and place in which
the group or individual in question exists. While imperfect, this concession to historical context is a necessary evil. For its part, “radicalization” – which
should never be confused with recruitment because it
refers to things that often precede an individual actually joining an extremist organization – is defined as
the set of processes by which one comes to engage in
doctrinal extremism of any form, whether online or
otherwise. As Neumann (2013c, 878) points out, just
like the term “extremism,” it is “inherently context-dependent, and its meaning will always be contested.”
Whichever definition one opts for, though, the process
rarely, if ever, happens uniquely online, so, below, the
term “online radicalization” is avoided.
As the rest of this review demonstrates, however we
choose to define extremism or radicalization, the Internet has become a central theatre of operations for
the former, and a key facilitator for the latter. While,
as O’Hara and Stevens and Archetti have highlighted,
no causal relationship necessarily exists between it
and either phenomenon, there is no question that extremist organizations would not be where they are today without their adept use of virtual terrains
(Archetti 2018, 8; O’Hara and Stevens 2015; Stevens
and O’Hara 2015). This should not come as a surprise.
Indeed, as Benson notes, “it would be strange if to-
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day’s terrorist did not use the Internet, just as it
would be strange if past terrorists did not use the
postal service or the telephone” (Benson 2014).
2 The Virtual Landscape
Online extremism has developed in leaps and bounds
in recent decades, reflecting advances in technology
and shifts in both the physical and information security environment. This section offers a review of the
literature regarding the structural side of online extremism: it maps developments in the extremist
ecosystem since the emergence of the Internet as we
know it today, drawing on nearly two decades’ worth
of academic inquiry.
As far back as 1985 – that is, five years before the
term “World Wide Web” had even been coined –
right-wing supremacists in the United States had established the “White Aryan Resistance” platform, an
online bulletin board devoted to sharing news, facilitating recruitment, and disseminating instructional
materials (Smith 2017). In the years that followed,
others followed suit, enjoying the relative freedom
with which they could communicate and cultivate
their causes online.
As research by Gerstenfeld et al. finds, during the
first decade and a half of the Internet, extremists
tended to have four key objectives online: increase
their international appeal; recruit new individuals;
network with likeminded groups; and engage in image management (Gerstenfeld et al. 2003, 37–40). In
2004, Weimann comes to a similar, albeit more expansive, conclusion (Weimann 2004). He contends that
the Internet has become instrumental to extremists –
in this case, those that also engage in terrorism – because it allows them to: conduct psychological warfare; produce and publish propaganda; mine sensitive
data; raise funds and accumulate resources; recruit
and mobilize new supporters; network with other organizations; share logistical information; and plan and
coordinate attacks (Weimann 2004, 5–10). Focusing
their attention on white supremacist extremists in the
early to mid-2000s, Simi and Futrell advance
Weimann’s findings, noting that static websites in
particular were “very influential in movement members’ efforts to construct and sustain movement culture and collective action” (Simi and Futrell 2006, 116).

Conway, building on this research, also contends that
online activism was “an unmitigated success” for extremists, especially in terms of propaganda dissemination and information provision through static websites (Conway 2005).
Despite unforeseeable technological advances, extremists of today – whether they are white supremacists, radical leftists, or Salafi-jihadists – use the Internet to achieve the very same objectives outlined by
Gerstenfeld et al. in 2003, Weimann in 2004, and Conway in 2005. While organizationally administered
static websites – which, to be sure, are still in scaleddown operation today – were in vogue for a time,
they turned out to be imperfect vehicles for ideological incubation. As Atton notes in the context of British
right-wing extremism, as hierarchically organized
platforms they by definition left those in charge with
“a hegemony of ideas,” which stymies individual participation (Atton 2006). As Zelin found, after more
than a decade prioritizing static websites over other
digital communication tools, jihadist extremists had
also begun to shift onto online forums by the mid2000s (Zelin 2013). Besides being a more secure way
to disseminate propaganda and share instructional
advice, these new platforms were advantageous for
another reason: a virtual sense of jihadist community
– identity, even – had begun to blossom on them.
Weimann points out that jihadist extremists would
use virtual safe-havens such as these to gather together online, engaging in spiritual argumentation,
exchanging news, and swapping notes on things like
poetry (Weimann 2006). Moreover, as Kimmage (2010)
and Torres-Soriano (2016) separately document, they
would also engage in ideological disputes with other
members and even leaders of the very movements to
which they “belonged” (Kimmage 2010). Thus, just as
the advent of the interactive Internet revolutionized
how non-extremists interacted, so too did it transform
the jihadist information landscape.
To be sure, jihadist forums – which, as Zelin is careful to point out, were always used most enthusiastically by Arabic-speakers (Zelin 2013) – were not just
important at the level of the user; they also served as
organizational mouthpieces (Renfer and Haas 2008).
Official spokespeople used them to deride internal rivals and lambast adversaries, keeping hold of “the at-
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tention of the faithful” and making sure that their adherents stayed in line with the ideological parameters
of the day (Kamolnick 2017; Kimmage 2010, 2; Wagemakers 2011). Lia and Hegghammer document how
forums were also used for hosting virtual town hall
meetings, wherein strategic and tactical advice could
be crowd-sourced and integrated into attack-planning
(Lia and Hegghammer 2010). Above all, though, the
forums were most important to jihadist groups as
places where propaganda could reliably and safely be
disseminated (Kimmage 2008).
Notwithstanding their comparative advantage over
static websites, forums were not without their disadvantages either, and, as both Torres-Soriano and Zelin
have shown, the forum frenzy was largely over by
2013 (Torres-Soriano 2012). Groups like al-Qaida (AQ)
and al-Shabab had spotted an opportunity elsewhere,
and were spending less time trying to attract new adherents to this password-protected network. 3 Instead,
they had begun to shift their attention to more mainstream – read “accessible” – platforms, social media
networks like Twitter, Facebook, and VKontakte, and
file-sharing hubs like YouTube (Weimann 2010; alShishani 2010; Prucha and Fisher 2013; Johnson et al.
2016; Manrique et al. 2016).
This ideology-wide migration began to occur in
earnest after al-Shabab became the first terrorist
group in history to live-tweet one of its operations.
Berger and Stern describe how the group used Twitter
to provide tactical updates on the attack it mounted
against the Westgate Shopping Mall in Nairobi,
Kenya, in September 2013, as does Sullivan (Berger
and Stern 2015, 163; Sullivan 2014).
In the aftermath of events like Westgate, jihadist
use of Twitter swelled almost exponentially. By 2014,
all the major organizations were heavily invested in
the platform. As a result of this and the easier access
to data that it afforded, the amount of academic scrutiny to which their online activities were subjected
flourished – scholars now had more access to empirical data than ever before. Carter, Maher, and Neumann’s 2014 report is a paradigmatic example of this
new research trajectory (Carter, Maher, and Neumann
2014). Using social network analysis software Palantir
3

It should be noted that, while this may well have been the
case for the extremist majority, an old guard of jihadists
kept them alive long into the 2010s.

to determine key focal points in online extremist networks associated with Syrian jihadist groups like Jabhat al-Nusra and the Islamic State of Iraq and ashSham (as they were known at the time), the study
provides granular insight into an ecosystem that had
hitherto been out of the reach even of governments.
Following in their footsteps were the likes of Klausen,
who also used quantitative social network analysis
techniques to dissect the global jihadist advocacy network, and Berger and Morgan, whose ground-breaking census of pro-IS Twitter users found that there
were no fewer than 46,000 such accounts operating
between September and December 2014 (Klausen
2015; Berger and Morgan 2015). Studies like these revealed that there had been a tectonic shift in the online jihadist landscape. No more did it constitute a
closed network of forums predominantly populated
by Arabic-speakers; – instead, it had become a global
hive of political activism and cultural exchange (Zelin
2013, 7). It is worth noting as an aside that scholars
have long turned to this form of social network analysis as a way to analyze online extremism. As far back
as 2000, for example, Burris, Smith, and Strahm used
it to examine the “organizational and mobilizational
structure” of the virtual white supremacist movement
(Burris, Smith, and Strahm 2000, 215), which they
found to be decentralized and subject to constant
change.
This evolution did not stop there. By the end of
2015, another transformation had been wrought in
the fabric of online jihadist activism. As government
pressure mounted in response to the increasingly audacious attacks launched by IS members and supporters, social media corporations and file-sharing hubs
began to crack down on jihadists using their platforms. Their decline on mainstream services such as
Twitter was precipitous, a result of the sustained “suspension pressure” caused by algorithm-assisted account censorship (Milton 2016; Berger and Perez 2016;
Berger 2016).4 However, while it may have been
shrinking, the jihadist ecosystem was not disappearing – it was simply changing. Indeed, in response to
these measures (which are further discussed below),
4

It is worth noting that the decline of the Islamic State on
Twitter coincided with a massive increase in the use of the
platform by white nationalists, as is also demonstrated in
research by Berger (2016).
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the community had once again migrated elsewhere,
this time to services like Telegram, a hybrid social networking platform that proved to be ideal for peer-topeer communication, group discussions, and propaganda dissemination (see Johnson et al. 2016; Manrique et al. 2016). At the time of writing, academic explorations of Telegram – which is now widely regarded as jihadists’ preferred platform – are few and
far between (exceptions: Bloom, Tiflati, and Horgan
2017 for a descriptive account; Stalinsky and Sosnow
2017 for an operational overview).
By the beginning of 2018, there were signs that another migration was on the horizon. For more than
two years, pressure had been mounting on Telegram
to cleanse itself of jihadists, and, contemporaneously,
a raft of other encrypted and privacy-maximizing
platforms – like, for example, Zello, Threema, Wickr,
and Surespot – had begun to emerge as online gathering points (Katz 2016). While Telegram’s attempts to
inoculate itself have so far yielded little meaningful
progress, history shows that, if the pressure mounts
enough, its jihadist users could one day end up abandoning the platform entirely. Where they will go is, as
yet, a mystery. However, the recent work of Weimann,
which looks at terrorism on the Dark Web, coupled
with Brantly’s account of how extremists use encryption, could provide some clues (Weimann 2016;
Brantly 2017).
3 How and Why Extremist Organizations Use the
Internet
Having established a broad sense of how extremists
shifted their activities away from static websites and
forums to social media platforms and file-sharing
hubs, the issue of online extremism can now be examined from a more functional perspective (Kimmage
2008; Rogan 2006; Rudner 2016). In this section, the
academic literature on how extremists use online spaces at an organizational level is reviewed. The literature is broken down into four distinct but overlapping
themes: propaganda, recruitment, logistics and planning, and funding.
3.1 Propaganda
Many scholars have furthered our understanding of
the strategic logic behind the online dissemination of

propaganda, especially by jihadists. Wagemakers’
study into Abu Jandal al-Azdi, one of AQAP’s most
important Internet ideologues, offers crucial insight
into the editorial thinking behind jihadist public
diplomacy (Wagemakers 2011). Similarly useful are
Anzalone’s works into al-Shabab’s strategic communication operations, both of which demonstrate that IS
is far from the only jihadist group to have a sophisticated grasp of editing software, sound syncing, and
narrative structures (Anzalone 2010, 2016). Sidestepping AQ and its affiliates, Mozes and Weimann investigate how the Palestinian Islamist group Hamas has
used the Internet to brand and facilitate its activism,
in a study which represents one of the most effective
conceptual investigations of extremism online to date
(Mozes and Weimann 2010). Their approach is echoed
by Neil Aggarwal’s psychiatry-informed exploration
of the Afghan Taliban’s “virtual emirate” and Khatib’s
account of Hizbullah’s image management operations
in Lebanon and beyond, both of which draw relatively
similar conclusions – that there are striking similarities between the virtual branding of extremist insurgencies and international businesses (Aggarwal 2016;
Khatib 2013). For his part, Holbrook focuses his attention on both far-right and Islamist propaganda activism, subjecting a spectrum of extremist “discourses” to comparative analysis in order to identify
and assess “similarities and differences and the ways
in which the former has reacted to the latter” (Holbrook 2013, 218). Like Berger (2017), he notes that a
consistent in-group/out-group dynamic exists across
the extremist spectrum, serving as an ideological glue
for adherents of the movement.
Predictably, IS propaganda has drawn by far the
most attention in recent years, something borne of the
fact that its media output has been more accessible
and more immediately important to policymakers. Investigations into its communication strategy can be
split into two: explorations of strategic doctrine, and
content analyses. Farwell’s 2014 contribution, which
contends that “the group’s main tool has been brute
force,” puts forth a relatively crude and emotional account of its understanding of strategic communication (Farwell 2014, 49–55). More informative is Ingram’s discussion of the logic underpinning its approach, which, when read alongside Philips, who con-
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tends that IS deploys a distinctly revolutionary approach to propaganda in warfare, provides a wideranging and nuanced account of how and why the
self-proclaimed caliphate communicates in the way it
does (Ingram 2015; Phillips 2017). Noting in particular
its synthesis of global and local narratives in order to
cater to a “glocal” constituency, Ingram demonstrates
a sophisticated awareness of how media operations
can be used in warfare (Ingram 2015, 731). Works by
Gambhir and by Gartenstein-Ross, Barr, and Moreng,
approach the issue from a similar angle, though their
accounts operate more at the tactical level (Gambhir
2016; Gartenstein-Ross, Barr, and Moreng 2016).
Broadly speaking, there are two types of content
analysis of IS media: those addressing aggregate output, and those focusing on just one or two types of its
propaganda in particular. Zelin’s 2015 work, which examines IS’s official output over the course of a single
week in May of that year, was the first archival exploration of its kind (Zelin 2015). It is complemented by
Winter’s studies from 2015 and 2016, which find, like
Zelin’s, that IS’s appeal rests on much more than the
violence for which it is most famous (Winter 2015a,
2015b, 2016). Instead, these accounts suggest, it was in
large part its promise of utopia that attracted recruits.
Moreover, as research by Sheikh indicates, not only
did it help recruit new adherents, it also kept the organization’s ranks coherent (Sheikh 2016).
The second type of content analysis considers specific aspects of IS’s media output in isolation. With
their typology of execution videos, Chouliaraki and
Kissas offer a fascinating account of IS’s understanding of spectacle and “horrorism,” while both Winkler
and Adelman work to disentangle the strategic meaning of its infographics (Chouliaraki and Kissas 2017;
Winkler 2016; Adelman, 2018). For his part, al-Rawi
analyses the logic of provocation behind the trailer for
a never-released IS computer game, Salil as-Sawarim
(Al-Rawi 2016). While his conclusions are somewhat
problematic – given that the game was never actually
released, its trailer is of dubious importance – they
are useful if nothing else because they are reminiscent
of Selepak’s earlier work on the video games found on
white supremacist websites, in which he warns of
their ability to desensitize players to the use of violence (Selepak 2010). Winkler et al.’s analysis of

Zelizer’s “about to die” trope (2010) in images within
the magazine, which goes beyond the descriptive to
examine how and why Dabiq magazine is structured
in the way it is, is one of the most revealing assessments (Winkler et al. 2016). O’Halloran et al., who use
Dabiq as an opportunity to develop a multi-modal approach for the study of mixed-media propaganda, also
examine how meaning is constructed in its pages
(O’Halloran et al. 2016). Ingram, whose comparison of
Dabiq and Inspire adds a further layer of contextual
analysis, takes a different approach, using these magazines as a lens through which to explore ideological
rivalry between their two publishers, al-Qa’ida in the
Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) and IS (Ingram 2016b).
3.2 Recruitment
The next prong of the organizational literature concerns charismatic engagement. Conway and Gendron,
both of whom examine the role of charisma, and
whether or not it transmits online, focus their attention on the online recruitment activities of AQAP.
Conway argues that this alone will not result in the
formation of radical milieus, let alone recruitment
(Conway 2012, 12–22). Rather, she holds, a measure of
face-to-face interaction is required to facilitate the
process of joining an extremist organization. Interestingly, she also notes that “the [I]nternet plays a
greater role in violent jihadi radicalization processes
in Western countries than in other parts of the world”
(Conway 2012, 8), an assertion that seems to be as relevant today as it was six years ago. Gendron examines the role of AQAP “recruiting sergeant” Anwar alAwlaki, finding that his charismatic appeal was
strengthened by the Internet (Gendron 2017). This
thesis is reiterated in both Shane’s and MeleagrouHitchens’s accounts of al-Awlaki’s history and ideological evolution, not to mention Ingram and Whiteside’s brief exploration of his enduring post-assassination influence (Shane 2016; Meleagrou-Hitchens 2012;
Ingram and Whiteside 2017).
In the specific context of IS, the issue of organizational recruitment has mainly remained the remit of
journalists, foremost among them Callimachi and, to
a lesser extent, Feuer and Taub (Callimachi 2015, 2017;
Feuer 2018; Taub 2015). That being said, Berger’s
aforementioned investigation of IS’s online micro-
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community, Gates and Podder’s assessment of its bifurcated recruitment strategies (that is, one for local
fighters, and another for foreigners), Reynolds and
Hafez’s analysis of how social media networks do or
do not play a role in the recruitment of German fighters, and Winter’s account of how it synthesizes community, propaganda, and instructional advice in order
to attract new blood from as far afield as Australia
represent four notable exceptions to this rule (Berger
2015; Gates and Podder 2015; Reynolds and Hafez
2017; Winter 2016).
3.3 Logistics and Planning
A small number of detailed exploratory investigations
have been conducted into how – at an organizational
level – online spaces are used to facilitate terrorism.
Hughes and Meleagrou-Hitchens, for example, map
IS’s “virtual entrepreneur” network, an issue that is
also addressed in a series of articles by GartensteinRoss, Barr, and Blackman (Gartenstein-Ross and
Blackman 2017; Gartenstein-Ross and Barr 2016;
Hughes and Meleagrou-Hitchens 2017). Each of these
investigations assert the existence of a convoluted logistical system that sees in-theatre IS fighters encouraging, motivating, inciting, and instructing would-be
attackers outside of Syria and Iraq.
Focusing on how organizations communicate operational advice through the Internet, there are the likes
of Kenney, and Reed and Ingram. The former’s account of the limitations of bomb-making literature for
educating would-be attackers makes for an invaluable
addition to the literature on terrorist innovation (Kenney 2010). For their part, Reed and Ingram compare
and evaluate the tactical effectiveness of and strategic
objectives behind Inspire magazine’s “Open Source Jihad” and Rumiyah’s “Just Terror” sections (Reed and
Ingram 2017). In each case, they contend, instructional materials are important not just for the logistical advice they offer, but also for the strategic value
with which they are imbued, which is used as a
means with which “to legitimize, justify and inspire
engagement in violence [as well as] inspire a “copycat” effect in audiences while reinforcing the group’s
overarching message” (Reed and Ingram 2017, 12–13).

3.4 Funding
The final prong of the literature on organizational online extremism line focuses on how the Internet factors into fundraising operations. Noting that more
“accessible” issues like propaganda and recruitment
tend to receive the bulk of the analytical attention, Jacobson contends that terrorist groups across the ideological spectrum also use online spaces to facilitate illicit transactions and fund overseas activities (Jacobson 2009). Focusing their attention on how jihadist
fundraisers make use of social media to solicit funding from volunteer supporters, researchers at the
Camstoll Group assert that “al-Qaida and ISIS
fundraisers have taken credit for millions of dollars
raised using social media-based campaigns” (Camstoll
Group 2016, 2). While their case studies make for interesting reading, they do not serve as robust evidence for the claims of “millions of dollars,” and
should thus be treated with caution. Investigations by
Salami and by Goldman et al. tackle an even more
elusive aspect of terrorist financing, offering speculative analysis as to how crypto-currencies could one
day be used to facilitate terrorist activism (Salami
2017; Goldman et al. 2017). While both accounts
struggle to move beyond the anecdotal, they highlight
important vulnerabilities in the financial system and
could one day prove to have been prescient.
4 How and Why Extremist Individuals Use the
Internet
Sidestepping the top-down perspective, many scholars have opted to explore online extremist activism at
the level of the user. Even the most cursory glance at
this cross-section demonstrates that, much of the
time, extremist individuals use the Internet for the
very same reasons that “normal” people use it – anything from basic social interaction to political activism
and exchange. While the body of literature examining
this side of the online extremism spectrum is increasingly large, it remains waylaid by a generalized shortage of data regarding the processes by which the
“supply side,” as discussed above, impacts on the “demand side,” as discussed below (von Behr et al. 2013).
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4.1 Radicalization
Most scholars agree that the Internet does not cause
radicalization. In the course of their dismissal of this
idea, Hoskins and O’Loughlin express deep unease regarding what they call “the online/offline distinction”
(Hoskins and O’Loughlin 2009, 109). Essentially, their
position is that the term “online radicalization” is a
misnomer and, ultimately, not representative of reality. Likewise, Gill, Corner, and Conway refer to the
“false dichotomy” of the distinction, which neatly –
and unrealistically – separates online processes of
radicalization with those that take place offline (Gill
et al. 2017, 114). With this in mind, most investigations into online extremism at the level of the user
work with the assumption that radicalization, while it
can be impacted by things that happen online, does
not come purely as a result of online behaviors. Indeed, it is usually taken as a given that online processes, interactions and activities complement but do
not substitute their offline counterparts, and that
there is little sense in attempting to distinguish one
sphere from the other.
Focusing in particular on how propaganda contributes to the individual’s journey into extremism, Weisburd’s analysis of visual motifs in jihadist and streetgang videos is an innovative exploration, although it
spends more time developing a categorization for violent footage than examining its actual impact on the
consumer (Weisburd 2009). Reiger, Frischlich, and
Bente’s assessment of the psychological impact of
consuming propaganda is more insightful (Reiger,
Frischlich, and Bente 2013). Building off a study of
some 450 individuals, they demonstrate that there is
no simplistic or predictable reaction to propaganda,
and that its consumption alone does not usually cause
radicalization. With their dataset of 6,020 respondents, Pauwels and Schils come to a similar conclusion (Pauwels and Schils 2016). Communication
scholar Archetti holds a comparable position but goes
even further, pointing out that there is a “tendency to
assume that the mere existence of propaganda material equals consumption by audiences and influence
on them,” a warning that counter-terrorism policymakers and counter-strategic communications practitioners alike would do well to heed (Archetti 2013).

Sidestepping the study of propaganda, other scholars have attempted to shed light on how the Internet
impacts radicalization processes by examining relational dynamics between online extremists. Hegghammer’s investigation into when, how, and why jihadists
manage to forge trusting relationships with each
other over the Internet highlights the lengths individual users go to to verify, vet, and validate themselves
and their associates (Hegghammer, n.d.). Geeraerts is
similarly interested in inter-personal dynamics in online extremist “echo rooms,” contending that online
friction over personal credibility can lead to a
strengthening of extremist attitudes (Geeraerts 2012,
26). For his part, Shortland also examines extremist
community dynamics, albeit from a different angle –
that of counter-terrorism policy (Shortland 2016). He
contends that gauging intent from vague pronouncements made on social media is a difficult, if not impossible, task, given the persistent “lack of understanding related to the interaction of online and offline experiences” (Shortland 2016, 591).
Focusing their attention on the role of online education and instruction in radicalization, some scholars
have examined the antecedent behaviors of terrorists
and would-be terrorists. Freiburger and Crane are
among the first to approach it from a social learning
perspective (Freiburger and Crane 2008). Taking a different approach that is specifically focused on pre-attack preparation and learning, Stenerson, Kenney, and
Holbrook have all examined the literature on bombmaking made available by terrorist organizations, attempting to gauge how useful it actually is for wouldbe attackers (Stenerson 2013; Kenney 2010; Holbrook
2015). They broadly agree that, while they make for
sensational headlines, actually learning from such
manuals is easier said than done because the bombmaking “process is not all that simple or straightforward” (Holbrook 2015, 131). Elsewhere, Holbrook investigates jihadist literary tastes by analyzing texts
seized during counter-terrorism investigations in the
United Kingdom (Holbrook 2017). Reviewing no fewer
than 1,700 media publications, Holbrook notes that
the ideological current extends beyond known celebrities of jihadist extremism like al-Awlaki, and that
works of theology from many hundreds of years ago
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can still be found on the virtual bookshelves of violent
extremists today.
Widening the remit to examine online behaviors
from a more general perspective are Gill et al., who
find no causal link between the rise of the Internet
and lone-actor terrorism between 1990 and 2011 (Gill
et al. 2017). However, online spaces do still serve as an
important – though not always necessary – logistical
pillar for terrorism planning (Gill, Horgan, and Deckert 2014). As Ravndal points out, though, not all terrorists exhibit clear pre-attack behaviors online. In his
study of the social media postings and private communications of the right-wing Norwegian extremist
Anders Behring Breivik, he contends that little meaningful insight can be gleaned (Ravndal 2013). Indeed,
the state “security authorities would likely not react
to [Breivik’s] online postings even if he was being
monitored” (Ravndal 2013).
4.2 Network Mapping
Not all studies of online extremism at the level of the
user focus on terrorist propaganda and logistics. Expanding our qualitative understanding of how extremist communities operate collectively online are Conway, whose research into what constitutes a “radical
milieu” offers a useful explainer of the complex social
dynamics that give rise to them, and Prucha, whose
work attempts to navigate through what he calls the
“online territories of terror” (Conway 2012; Prucha
2011). Both Conway and Prucha contend that these
virtual terrains are home to a rich spectrum of informal activism and cultural exchange, something that is
captured vividly in Amarasingam’s brief account of
IS’s online “family” (Amarasingam 2015). Koehler,
whose research focuses on how right-wing extremists
use online spaces, comes to a similar conclusion: the
Internet, he holds, is home to a “plurality” of ideological interactions and forms of social engagement
(Koehler 2015). These findings are reiterated in the accounts of Bowman-Grieve, De Koster and Houtman,
and Caren, Jowers, and Gaby, each of which also explores the far-right online through the lens of the
“Stormfront” forum (Bowman-Grieve 2009; De Koster
and Houtman 2008; Caren, Jowers, and Gaby 2012).
Echoing Amarasingam, Bowman-Grieve holds that
“virtual communities are real social spaces” that can-

not simply be unpicked from offline extremist activism, something also found by De Koster and Houtman in their examination of the virtual “sense of community” proffered by the website’s users (BowmanGrieve 2009, 990; De Koster and Houtman 2008). Besides these works, not to mention Conway and
McInierney’s and al-Shishani’s examinations of jihadist extremism on YouTube and Facebook, there are
relatively few other examples of qualitative research
into extremist networks at the user level (Conway and
McInierney 2008; al-Shishani 2010).
By way of contrast, quantitative studies abound.
Two of the earliest and most effective attempts to
comprehensively map out online extremist networks –
in this case, those related to the Syrian war – are the
accounts of Carter et al. and Klausen (Carter, Maher,
and Neumann 2014; Klausen 2014). Berger’s 2015 and
2016 contributions on the topic, the first of which
maps IS networks on Twitter and the second of which
compares them with those of white nationalists in the
United States, provide among the most comprehensive accounts of jihadist social networks on Twitter
(Berger 2016). His and Perez’s analysis, published
seven months later, identifies “huge declines in virtually every social media success metric” for supporters
of the self-proclaimed caliphate (Berger and Perez
2016, 17). Concurrently, they note that white nationalist extremism has never posed a more substantial
threat online: indeed, accounts linked to it “outperform ISIS in nearly every social metric, from follower
counts to tweets per day” (Berger 2016, 3). Alexander
comes to a similar conclusion, albeit with less confidence of success in the social media war against IS
supporters (Alexander 2017).
Also evaluating the online performance of IS, Awan
examines a small number of Facebook and Twitter accounts with a view to developing a behavioral typology for the group’s supporters (Awan 2017). While it
makes for an interesting methodological approach,
the resultant analysis is somewhat over-generalized:
he concludes that “propaganda, recruitment and radicalization” are the three key characteristics of IS’s online extremism (Awan 2017, 147). Notwithstanding
this, Awan does make a crucial observation that is all
too often ignored: that not all those engaging in virtual support of the organization would ever take their
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activism into the real world. Indeed, he notes, it is often the case that these communities comprise individuals “seeking an adrenaline rush [and] looking for excitement” online, and nothing more (Awan 2017, 148).
In any case, whether the approach is quantitative or
qualitative, a conclusion regularly drawn by researchers into virtual extremist communities is that
they cannot be generalized. While there may be recurrent trends and dynamics, there are no universal
structures or systems, and, considering this, any academic enquiry must take an atomized approach towards understanding them, segmenting different
spheres of activity, and ideology.
4.3 Women’s Participation
A final thematic cluster in the literature relates to
women’s engagement and participation in extremism
online. While scholars have long studied gender dynamics in the context of extremism and terrorism, relatively few explored how female extremists use online
spaces prior to 2014. Since then, though, analysts and
scholars have made many useful contributions. On
the specific issue of how social media platforms are
integrated into IS’s recruitment of women, the Institute for Strategic Dialogue has published two helpful
investigations (Hoyle, Bradford, and Frenett 2015;
Saltman and Smith 2015). However, while based on
empirical observations, the datasets are relatively
small and the resultant analysis mostly descriptive.
Besides these reports, articles by Pearson, Manrique
et al., and Huey and Peladeau stand out. Pearson’s account of Roshonara Choudhry’s online interactions
prior to her attempted killing of British Member of
Parliament Stephen Timms offers systematic analysis
of the failed assassin’s seemingly anomalous experience of radicalization (Pearson 2015). For their part,
Manrique et al. study community network dynamics
among female IS sympathizers on VKontakte and
Facebook, demonstrating the surprising extent of
their activism, while Huey and Peladeau, whose comparative study is also based on a robust multi-platform dataset, examine a different aspect of the issue,
positing that the role of women as online cheerleaders
for jihadist violence constitutes a qualitative shift in
the nature of gendered extremism (Manrique et al.
2016; Huey and Peladeau 2016).

5 Countering Extremism Online
As policymakers honed their strategies for tackling
online extremism over the course of the last decade,
the academic literature on what works and what does
not has swelled. Broadly speaking, it can be divided
into analyses of defensive, or reactive, measures, and
analyses of offensive, or proactive, measures.
5.1 Reactive Means
Regarding the first, scholars have long held that countering online extremism requires a comprehensive,
whole-of-society response. Two of the first to meaningfully examine this idea are Weimann and von
Knop, who discuss the notion of “noise” in the context
of challenging extremist strategic communication operations (Weimann and von Knop 2008). Specifically,
they identify five “key elements” that should be prioritized in developing a counter-strategy: socio-political
and theological credibility, knowledge of the appropriate terminology, awareness of cultural traditions, the
presence of multiple partners, and the development of
a global outlook (Weimann and von Knop 2008, 891).
Neumann and Stevens call for a similar set of tools in
their proposed strategy for countering online extremism, which combines negative measures – i.e., censorship and account suspension – with crowd-sourced
counter-activism (Stevens and Neumann 2012). Neumann returns to these ideas in the specific context of
countering online extremism in the United States,
noting that governments are duty-bound to encourage civic challenges to extremism while also promoting awareness and education (Neumann 2013b).
The need for counter-strategic communication campaigns to have a high degree of quality, flexibility, and
credibility frequently emerges in the literature. As
Bean and Edgar note, if the adversary’s message is inherently more appealing because of the skill with
which it is constructed, simplistic and “sterile” attempts at countering it are bound to failure (Bean and
Edgar 2017, 329). Echoing this, McDowell-Smith et al.
found that American students considered carefully
curated defector interview videos “authentic, disturbing and [likely to] turn them away from ISIS” (McDowell-Smith, Speckhard, and Yayla 2017). For
counter-strategic communication campaigns content
to be impactful, then, it seems that credibility is key.
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That being said, as Archetti notes, it is not enough to
simply will individuals to act in a given way: “persuasion to think and act in a way desired by the originator of a message cannot be simply inferred from the
content of the communication” (Archetti 2018, 9). This
is especially the case if said originator is already regarded as an illegitimate broker. If, say, McDowellSmith, Speckhard, and Yayla’s study were to be repeated with focus groups containing young people
from northern Iraq, it would almost certainly return
different results.
Besides these accounts, there have been several investigations into the feasibility and effectiveness of
hard defensive policies in the sense of negative measures. Since 2014, governments have exerted strong
pressure on private companies to aggressively undermine the extremist networks present on their platforms, chiefly through account suspensions and the
censorship of propaganda (Fioretti 2017). Berger and
Milton’s works tracking corporate efforts in response
to this pressure are particularly influential, and are
complemented by Conway et al., who come to a similar conclusion (Conway et al. 2017). However, not all
accounts have found that aggressive negative measures have “worked.” Besides Alexander’s argument
that the “fight against IS on Twitter is far from over,”
Pearson, writing about the psychological impact of
account censorship, notes that such suspensions had
become an “integral” part of the online identities of
pro-IS extremists (Pearson 2015). An even more ardent
critic of negative measures is Fisher, who has long
held that they are being insufficiently implemented.
In a 2017 report, he claims that there has been no
meaningful drop in either the number of pro-IS users
or the volume of propaganda, and calls for governments to put even more pressure on Internet companies (Frampton, Fisher, and Prucha 2017). Klein and
Flinn offer a similar set of recommendations, contending that it is within the legislative rights of governments to force social media corporations to comply
with their counter-terrorism policy objectives (Klein
and Flinn 2017). Besides these two accounts, it is
worth noting that few other researchers have come to
this conclusion.

5.2 Proactive Measures
In terms of offensive attempts to counter extremism
online, the literature is split into two: that which focuses on the narrative space, and that which pertains
to security. In regard to the former, there have been a
large number of ideas-focused studies conducted by
think-tanks, which emphasize the need for a positive
foundation – in their words, an alternative narrative –
to counter-strategic communication campaigns (Silverman et al. 2016; Tuck and Silverman 2016; Briggs
and Feve 2014; Reynolds and Scott 2016; Bartlett and
Krasomdomski-Jones 2016). These works repeatedly
note that counter-messaging must be more aggressive
– that is, it must do more than point out negative
characteristics of the adversary. Ingram’s linkagebased strategy for engaging in communication
counter-strategies gives theoretical legs to this idea
(Ingram 2016a). He recommends that campaigns
should undermine extremist narratives by dismantling
the “systems of meaning” that undergird them, while
also using network disruption strategies to “trigger
behavioral changes away from support” for extremism
(Ingram 2016a, 11).
Seeking to better inform the kind of offensive information campaigns that scholars like Ingram are calling for, the Atlanta-based Carter Center published an
edited volume, focusing on how IS can be challenged
through theological argumentation (Carter Center
2016). Al-Saud, examines this issue from a similar angle in a detailed case study of the Saudi Arabia–based
Sakinah Campaign, an online initiative that started
out as a primarily defensive communications program
but that moved, with time, to adopt a more proactive,
offensive narrative stance (Al-Saud 2017). While her
focus is also on offensive counter-strategic communication, Johanson’s work evaluates the impact of a
vastly different example, the “ISIS-Chan” meme This
is a Manga cartoon that was used in early 2015 to
ridicule IS on Twitter, obstruct its propaganda operations, and degrade its status as a credible communicator (Johanson 2017).
Lastly, scholars have undertaken many data-informed investigations. While most of these studies
have focused on Twitter, which, as discussed, is generally the easiest to access in terms of data analytics,
Diaz et al. (2016) take an algorithmic approach to-
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wards understanding and locating extremist dynamics
on forums, as do Scrivens, Davies, and Frank, who use
linguistic analysis to identify nascent and confirmed
instances of radicalization in non-extremist Islamic forums (Scrivens, Davies, and Frank 2016). Attempting
to develop a similar sentiment-based detection system
among English-speakers on YouTube, Bermingham et
al. note that the approach has potential, notwithstanding its large number of potential pitfalls
(Bermingham et al. 2009). Using a similar sentiment
analysis–based approach, Magdy, Darwish, and Weber use Twitter analytics to longitudinally track the
hardening of ideological positions among Arabicspeakers (Magdy, Darwish, and Weber 2015). In so doing, they capture the transition of individuals from expressing feelings of ambivalence towards jihadism to
expressing overt support of it, which they see as a response to the failure of the Arab Spring. Saif et al. also
develop a semantic approach towards detecting “signs
of radicalization” among Twitter users (Saif et al.
2017). Like Magdy, Darwish, and Weber, they conclude that moderate benefits can be gleaned from using social media in this way, but that algorithmic
techniques alone are an imperfect measure of radicalization. For their part, Riebe et al.’s 2018 contribution
uses quantitative content analysis to track discourse
shifts in the Facebook posts of supporters of the rightwing German Alternative für Deutschland party,
thereby finetuning similar efforts at using social media data to detect and assess extremist tendencies online. While none of these studies attempt to identify a
definitive set of signifiers for the (potential) presence
of extremism and/or radicalization, they all highlight
that semantic and linguistic analysis, if used as part
of a package of intelligence-gathering measures, have
great potential.
6 Conclusions, Policy Options, and Avenues for
Further Research
Online extremism has never received as much attention from academics as it does today. The literature is
diverse and wide-ranging, and, especially since the
early 2010s, increasingly scientific. From networkmapping to sentiment analyses and impact assessments of propaganda consumption, scholars are increasingly incorporating small- and large-N datasets

into their work. Such quantitative rigor is sorely
needed. However, this emergent preference for quantitative methods risks coming at the expensive of insights that can only be derived from qualitative exploration. In any case, scholars would do well to continue
developing and implementing innovative mixed-methods research designs, for, even in this crowded marketplace, academic inquiry can still produce many
tangible social and security benefits.
Broadly speaking, two key points of consensus
emerge from the literature. First, scholars generally
seem to agree that “online extremism” often amounts
to nothing more than orthodox usage of the Internet
that is as intuitive as it is innovative. Indeed, while it
is undoubtedly true that extremists make extensive
use of online spaces, the literature suggests that –
with a few exceptions – they rarely do it in a way that
is particularly revolutionary. The second point of consensus is that it makes little sense to attempt to
counter extremism online without concurrently seeking to understand and challenge its offline manifestations. While policymakers still tend to neatly separate
the online and offline spheres, two decades’ worth of
academic inquiry has demonstrated, fairly resolutely,
that such a separation cannot – and, if policy is to
work, must not – be made.
The literature review reveals areas for further investigation as well as policy recommendations, particularly on the currently most important debates in the
field: Is it still meaningful to speak of online radicalization and online extremism? What is the connection
between online hate speech and violence? To what extent do different extremist groups have similar ways
of operating online? What exactly influences the interplay of online and offline factors when it comes to
radicalization? Is the removal of extremist publications from the Internet an effective measure for countering extremism? Do narrative and counter-narratives work? How does encrypted communication, especially on messaging platforms, influence online radicalization (if it does at all)?
One of the greatest challenges is certainly the
rapidly changing technological landscape. Research
conducted today will likely have been overtaken by
technical developments by the time it is published in
two or three years. As a result, researchers must ask
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themselves which questions they can most meaningfully study in this context, and how they can better
cooperate with practitioners, particularly in the field
of technology.
Further, researchers should become more effectively
involved in public debates based on their empirical
knowledge and participate on topics such as censorship and Internet regulation. Governments regularly
demand that extremist retreats on the Internet should
be removed, without fully understanding the intricacies of online extremism, or how effective such measures really are. It is important that academics contribute to those resolutions, independent of the important ethical and philosophical questions that arise
as a result.
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